MAILCRAFTERS

L LETTERSHOP
B BASIC
I INSERTER
BASIC SIMPLICITY IN A RUGGED INSERTER

THE NAME SAYS IT ALL

The LBI processes envelopes with ease, eliminating complexities often associated with other inserters. The
ability to run the toughest jobs is made easy using PLC logic with basic switch controls. With the PLC being at
the heart of this machine, speed and accuracy are assured while operator performance is enhanced. The
industry’s standard for “in-arm” detection is integrated as a standard feature. The smooth, durable operation of
the LBI unitized drive system allows this swing arm inserter to last for years running at optimum speeds.
The LBI is offered in 6 or 12 stations of collation with Stacker or Mounted Turnover sealed envelope delivery.
The low price, ease of operation and the low maintenance cost make the LBI an excellent cost effective choice.

SWITCH STYLE
INTERFACE

MOUNTED TURNOVER
CONFIGURATION

MODEL FEATURES
Positive Vacuum Insert Selection
Sequential Start-Up / Shut Down
Unitized Drive

SIMPLY THE BEST

“Whisper” Vacuum Pump
Switch and PLC Control
Two Hand “Safety” Start

The LBI collates your inserts, inserts them into an envelope, seals and delivers them to a postage meter or
stacks them for the operator to process. Based on swing arm technology this inserter is one of the most flexible
Inserters on the market. This technology allows the inserter the ability to run different sizes of material with
minimal setup.
Setup of the “miss/double detection” system is easy and helps provide envelope/insert integrity. This feature
also helps minimize down time between jobs and stoppages for false detections.
Designed for letter shops and mailrooms, this inserter has a rugged base and drive system making it reliable,
long lasting and well known in the industry for it’s low maintenance cost.
LBI SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL

-Available in 6 or 12 stations
-Insert Size: 6” X 9” maximum
2 3/4” X 3 1/2” minimum
-Insert Thickness: 1/8” maximum out of each station
1/ 4” maximum overall thickness in envelope
-Envelope Size: 6 ½” X 9 ½” maximum
3 ½” X 6 ½” minimum
-Envelope Flap: 2 3/8” maximum
¾” minimum
-Power 210 – 240VAC at 30 amperes

-Open Feed Station
-Friction Feeder
-End Fold
-Density Checker
-8 ft. Conveyor
-System connections
-Modem Link (Phone Support)
-Inline Inkjet
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